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END OF YEAR REPORT - 2021-2022

Student Name:  Joshua Bayubahe Class: Year 7 Tutor: Ms. Sarah

Number of days absent 11 Number of days Late 31

Grade Description:  G-Gold-Exceeding the standard,   S-Silver-Meeting the standard,   B-Bronze-Working towards the Standard.

Effort Description:  1. Hardworking and can work independently. Has a positive attitude towards their studies.

2. Works consistently well and is proving to be a dedicated learner.

3. Average. In need of extra teacher support or more self discipline.

4. Below average. Must work on their attitude towards their education.

Subject Grade Effort Comment Initials

English B 2 Joshua is an able student who continues to develop in this subject. He approaches
lessons with a positive learning attitude. His progress, however, has been hindered by
his problems in spellings and sentence constructions. He should practice with these
during the long holiday for improvement in the next class.

CMG

Maths S 2 Joshua works well in class but lacks organisation skills and he struggles to remember
concepts that he did so well in class during tests. I would advise Joshua to use the
holiday to consolidate skills by practicing and giving accurate answers.

CM

Science S 2 I am impressed with Joshua in the progress he has made in the subject. He is able to
apply general knowledge to practical cases, which shows a level of engaging his brain
and not doing mere memorisation.

SML

History S 2 He has made great improvements this term in both academics and behaviour. Joshua is
an active learner, and I have enjoyed hearing his opinions about topics during lessons.
Encourage him to keep it up, and revise over the holidays in preparation for the next
steps.

NC

Geography S 2 Joshua has worked really hard in Geography. He is able to describe weather and
settlement patterns. He is encouraged to improve his handwriting and spellings as the
subject involves a lot of written work.

SML

Global
Perspectives

S 2 Joshua has shown a hard working spirit in the subject, especially in his project work. He
worked on child abuse and was able to conduct his own research and organisation of
well as he made a booklet.

SML

Accounting S 2 Joshua is a delight to teach. He is always ready and eager to learn accounting. On the
whole he works well although he can be easily distracted and on occasions needs to be
reminded to remain on task.

AK
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ICT S 3 Joshua is an enthusiastic student, always engaged and inquisitive about class
discussions. However test results have been lower than expected. He has potential to
get higher marks and he can do so by working on speed as well as thinking before
putting answers down.

CM

Art & Design G 3 Joshua has excellent visualization and drawing skills. He needs to observe more diverse
subjects and come out of his safe zone and draw more different things. He could show
much better performance for his final project.

SB

French B 4 Joshua has been a reluctant student who lacks seriousness and concentration in his
studies. He often indulges in self-distraction, loses focus and he is unable to provide
appropriate feedback.

M.K

PE G 1 Joshua demonstrates excellent coordination ,ability, agility and skill. He has performed
very well in all sporting activities covered during PE. He must keep it up!

IN

Swimming G 1 Joshua's basic skills have developed extremely well this year. It took real courage and
determination to complete a full unit of swimming and I think he gained from this
experience both mentally and physically. Well done Joshua!

SN

Tutor’s Comment: Joshua is a compassionate student who relates well with his peers. He is a learner
who can reach his full potential if he avoids rushing through his work and dedicates himself more.
Wishing him all the best in year8.

Signature:Ms S.M Longwe

Head Teacher’s Comment: This report shows that when he puts his mind to it Joshua can produce
good work. I look forward to seeing him approach Y8 in his usual positive manner but with no “3 or 4s”
and no “Bs”!

Signature: Mr SC Georgeson

Next term: School opens on Tuesday the 6th of September 2022


